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Abstract—LiFi attocell access networks will be deployed
everywhere to support diverse applications and service provision-
ing to various end-users. The LiFi infrastructure providers will
need to offer LiFi access points (APs) resources as a service. This,
however, requires a research challenge to be solved to dynamically
and effectively allocate resources among service providers (SPs)
while guaranteeing performance isolation among them and their
respective users. This paper introduces an autonomic resource
slicing (virtualization) scheme, which realizes autonomic manage-
ment and configuration of virtual APs, in a LiFi attocell access
network, based on SPs and their users service requirements. The
developed scheme comprises of traffic analysis and classification,
a local AP controller, downlink and uplink slice resources man-
ager, traffic measurement, and information collection modules. It
also contains a hybrid medium access protocol and an extended
token bucket fair queueing algorithm to support uplink access
virtualization and spectrum slicing. The proposed resource slicing
scheme collects and analyzes the traffic statistics of the differ-
ent applications supported on the slices defined in each LiFi
AP and distributes the available resources fairly and propor-
tionally among them. It uses a control algorithm to adjust the
minimum contention window of user devices to achieve the tar-
get throughput and ensure airtime fairness among SPs and their
users. The developed scheme has been extensively evaluated using
OMNeT++. The obtained results show various resource slicing
capabilities to support differentiated services and performance
isolation.

Index Terms—LiFi AP, LiFi attocell networks, resource slicing,
MAC access virtualization, hypervisor, LiFi traffic, VLC, SDN.

I. INTRODUCTION

INTERNET infrastructure providers (IIPs) aim to extend
the high-speed Internet to diverse and challenging places.

Service providers (SPs) aim to provide reliable services any-
where. These cover users at coffee shops, shopping malls,
exhibition avenues, business and residential buildings, remote
villages, airports, airplane cabins and underground metro and
submarines. The LiFi optical communication access technol-
ogy [1] can meet both SPs and IIPs objectives by turning any
light bulb into a wireless access point (AP) to enable users
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Fig. 1. A use case on indoor LiFi attocell access point slicing.

TABLE I
LIFI AP SLICES

to communicate and transmit data at optical (light) speed.
The LiFi APs can be networked through the existing lighting
networks, or any other high-speed optical transport networks,
to form LiFi attocell access networks. Thus, the emerging LiFi
optical wireless access technology has created a novel Internet
and wireless communication service infrastructure, which pro-
vides massive wireless network resources [1], [2]. However,
these should be managed effectively by IIPs and SPs to support
the unprecedented growth and various requirements of wire-
less data communication and diverse 5G real-time services and
applications.
The software-defined networking (SDN)-enabled [3], [4]

and virtualized [5], [6] LiFi attocell APs facilitate the develop-
ment of suitable LiFi access network architectures for resource
abstraction, programmability and isolation. These represent a
viable way to develop adequate mechanisms for resource man-
agement and support novel services using separate LiFi AP
slices, as shown in Fig. 1. A slice can be defined as a set
of resources which can be resized and programmed to sup-
port functional services to SPs and their users. For example,
Table I describes a virtualized LiFi attocell network consist-
ing of N LiFi APs, in which each can dynamically support
M slices. A slice comprises of a set of physical resource
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blocks (RBs) and some buffer space, which can be dynam-
ically resized. The different 5G standardization bodies work
on defining the requirements and architectures that will enable
network slicing in 5G mobile access networks. The general
consensus is to define network slice types and 5G service
classification. A 5G service may fall into three categories:
i) extreme mobile broadband (xMBB) which requires both
high data rates and low latency in some areas, and reli-
able broadband over large areas, ii) massive machine-type
communication (mMTC), which needs wireless connectiv-
ity for massive deployment devices and iii) ultra-reliable
and low-latency communications (uRLLC) or ultra-reliable
MTC, which covers all services requiring ultra-low latency
connections with a certain level of reliability [7].
The LiFi attocell technology specifies both the physi-

cal layer and the medium access control (MAC) proto-
cols. The physical layer adapts the modulation and coding
scheme (MCS) level based on the channel condition, signal-to-
interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR), of each user device (UD)
to improve the available spectrum efficiency. The MAC layer
distributes the available spectrum among the wireless UDs
using a multi-user access protocol [2], [8]. This schedules the
access to the LiFi air interface among the UDs using the time
and/or frequency resources in downlink and uplink directions.
A SDN function decouples the control plane of the LiFi air
interface from its data plane. The control plane specifies the
scheduling logic and service provisioning policy, whereas the
data plane applies the scheduling logic and the traffic pro-
cessing and handling policies. A virtualization layer between
these control and data planes provides the virtualization func-
tion parameters of each slice configured in a virtualized LiFi
AP for the control plane. The SDN function controls the dif-
ferent slices and programs their resource allocation through
configuring their virtualization function parameters. Thus, the
SDN and virtualization functions can enable full virtualization
for the air interface of a LiFi AP.
A two-step Orthogonal frequency-division multiple

access (OFDMA) scheduler can be deployed in each LiFi AP
to allocate the downlink resources of LiFi air interface among
the supported slices per frame. The virtualization of uplink
air interface of LiFi APs is based on the nature of the uplink
MAC protocol. For example, the uplink slices can be isolated
by deploying a time division multiple access (TDMA) MAC
protocol, which assigns an exclusive timeshare for each slice
based on its requirements [9]. This, however, may result
in under-utilizing the reserved timeshare of a slice because
some of them may be left unused in the presence of inactive
users of each slice [9], [10]. A random access protocol,
however, such as carrier sense multiple access with collision
avoidance (CSMA/CA) has a more dynamic and opportunistic
nature. It can adaptively manage the timeshare of each slice
according to the number of active users. The opportunistic
medium access nature [11] of the hybrid TDMA/CSMA-CA
MAC protocol during the CSMA/CA part improves the
utilization inefficiency of the TDMA part.
The downlink spectrum can be managed among the SPs

and their respective UDs at the AP level. However, the uplink
spectrum can be managed at the UDs level through controlling

their uplink access channel probability and contention win-
dow (CW). For example, a SPi may be able to transmit
twice data rate of SPj , if it is assigned a half CW size of
that assigned to SPj [12]. The uplink scheduler algorithm
dynamically reserves a variable number of time-slots in each
TDMA-CSMA/CA superframe based on the traffic demand
of users and required resource reservation of their slice. The
unused time-slots in superframes are allocated to unsched-
uled users in a contention-based access mode using CSMA/CA
protocol [11], [13].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,

the research problem is stated while clarifying the contribu-
tions of this paper compared to the main relevant related work.
In Section III, the LiFi AP virtualization model is described.
In Sections IV and V, the downlink spectrum slicing and
MAC virtualization approaches are discussed. In Section VI,
the uplink spectrum virtualization is explained. In Section VII,
the SDN application to a virtualized LiFi access network is
introduced. In Section VIII, the realization complexity of the
proposed dynamic LiFi access point spectrum sharing (DAS2)
scheme is explained. In Section IX, the simulation results are
presented. In Section X, the conclusions and next steps are
discussed.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT & RELATED WORK

The LiFi attocell channel characteristics are different from
those of a typical radio frequency (RF) channel. The LiFi
channel gain may not fluctuate when the user is stationary.
However, the coverage of a LiFi AP signal is smaller and
the UDs may experience signal obstructions, as they fall in
and out of the FOV (field-of-view) of transmitters/receivers.
While, stationary LiFi UDs generally experience more or less
constant throughput, the UDs with mobility and continuous
orientation variations may experience a drop in their through-
put. Thus, the challenge is how to achieve an effective and fair
slicing of LiFi attocell resources, independent of capacity vari-
ability and availability of LiFi AP resources. Also, each 5G
service may have different requirements in terms of latency,
bandwidth, security and reliability, which requires a method
to provide a network slice tailored to each service.
A simple resource allocation approach partitions the spec-

trum band into multiple sub-bands and assigns each SP
operator a sub-band permanently (i.e., a fixed set of resource
units). This dedicated resource sharing model separates the
control and user traffic of the different slices, which reduces
slice elasticity as well as scalability, and limits the resource
multiplexing gain. Thus, this model does not allow intra/inter
operator resource borrowing. On the other hand, a hypervi-
sor [4] can be deployed on top of the LiFi MAC and physical
resources to dynamically allocate resources to virtual oper-
ators according to their traffic demands and users’ channel
conditions. This dynamic resource sharing model allows the
different slices to share the physical resources and same con-
trol plane. However, the physical, MAC and network resources
of LiFi attocell access networks should be allocated to virtual
operators independent of each other in a scalable and isolated
manner.
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TABLE II
WIRELESS NETWORKS RESOURCES SLICING AND VIRTUALIZATION RELATED WORK [5]

Fig. 2. A modified basic design of LiFi AP attocell virtualization [14].

Table II summarizes the main developed approaches to
support wireless access networks slicing and virtualization.
The concept of network virtualization substrate (NVS) is
introduced in [14], as shown in Fig. 2. It proposes a
slice scheduler, which dynamically allocates MAC layer
resources to slices so that each slice (operator) can achieve
its reserved physical resource units or guaranteed throughput
rate. Guo and Arnott [15] extend NVS [14] to support par-
tial resource reservation using a two-step admission control
scheme. This reserves a minimum resource for each oper-
ator and shares the remaining spectrum among the users
of the different slices following the first come first served
scheduling discipline. However, the proposed slicing sched-
uler and two-step admission control approach cannot be
deployed to support an arbitrary number of slices. In addi-
tion to the classical mobile broadband application services,

the proposed virtual architecture should support some other
vertical industry applications. These may include automotive
systems, smart grids, smart city and Internet of Things (IoT)
services. A MAC protocol is designed to arbitrate medium
access among multiple users, but it should be redesigned to
support a variable number of slices based on resource sharing
readjustment.
This paper introduces an integrated resource virtualiza-

tion framework for virtualizing LiFi attocell AP resources to
support a dynamic number of slices. An autonomic virtual-
ization scheme is developed to support autonomic downlink
and uplink resource allocation and sharing among the dif-
ferent slices based on their traffic loads, owners priority
and provisioned service requirements. The developed dynamic
LiFi AP spectrum sharing scheme runs across LiFi physi-
cal/MAC layers. It dynamically shares uplink and downlink
resources based on information obtained from the physi-
cal, MAC and application layers, following a cross-layers
design model. This enables UDs to receive services from
their slices based on downlink spectrum units control and
airtime control that ensures service isolation and fairness
among UDs within and across slices. The proposed resource
virtualization framework has been extensively evaluated to
demonstrate the main benefits of virtualization and compare
the performance of a virtualized LiFi AP to a non-virtualized
LiFi AP.
In contrast to the state-of-the art work above, the proposed

virtualization scheme enforces dynamic sharing of LiFi down-
link and uplink resources slices among SPs and their respective
user groups. It runs based on simple abstractions for the MAC
and physical resources of LiFi APs to reliably support an arbi-
trary number of slices. An airtime control abstraction function
selects a specific physical transmission rate for each supported
slice, while guaranteeing a minimum service rate for active
UDs. It dynamically allocates resources to the different SPs
based on their traffic load and the availability of LiFi AP
downlink and uplink resources. The downlink scheduler can
support multiple service classes on each slice defined in a
LiFi AP. It is associated with an admission control to protect
the QoS of active slices. The performance results demonstrate
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the rigorousness, flexibility and elasticity of the proposed slic-
ing scheme in sharing resources among slices defined in a
LiFi AP.

III. LIFI AP VIRTUALIZATION SYSTEM MODEL

The visible light communication (VLC) downlink and
infrared (IR) uplink spectrum, as well as the buffer of a
LiFi AP can be dynamically organized into slices in Docker
Containers (DCs), as shown in Fig. 2. Each DC is charac-
terized by its allocated spectrum capacity and buffer space,
as explained in Table I. A DC can be self-contained with
its resource scheduler and MAC protocol to serve its sub-
scribed UDs following a dynamic sharing resource approach.
The hypervisor uses the DC (virtual machine (VM)) moni-
tor/manager to monitor, manage and dynamically coordinate
access to physical and MAC resources among supported slices.
This maintains isolation among physical resources allocated to
active slices (DCs) per downlink and uplink MAC frames [4].
It also allows resource borrowing among slices. The AP con-
troller arbitrates the access and control traffic admission to the
physical resources, which are allocated in DCs. It is assumed
that the LiFi AP uses physical layer perfect channel state infor-
mation (CSI) and an adaptive modulation and coding (AMC)
scheme. These schemes cope with any degradation in channel
quality to maximize the spectrum throughput. OFDMA and
TDMA-CSMA/CA [11] MAC protocols are deployed to sup-
port multiuser access in LiFi downlink and uplink directions,
respectively. A UD is equipped with a wireless transceiver
that supports the VLC spectrum in downlink and IR in uplink
directions and IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers) 802.11 WiFi. The UDs only communicate through
WiFi when they are out of the LiFi AP coverage or experience
signal blocking.
The downlink spectrum is quantified in frequency and time

domains in terms of minimum spectrum units called resource
blocks (RBs) and accessed in time slots. A single RB may
consist of one or multiple subcarriers assuming a multicarrier
based physical layer. The total number of subcarriers avail-
able on the LiFi downlink can be calculated by multiplying
the number of RBs within a time slot, NDL

RB , by the number of
subcarriers per RB, NRB

sc . Thus, the bandwidth of a single sub-
carrier can be calculated by dividing the total LiFi downlink
bandwidth, B, by the number of subcarriers: bsc = B

NDL
RB×NRB

sc
.

The LiFi downlink bandwidth, B Hz, and the buffer space,
Q, are dynamically shared among a set of slices, M. A SP
is allocated a slice which can be shared among its users. A
downlink virtual request, r, is represented by (ID , p,NRB , ts),
where ID represents the slice identifier which indicates the
slice type (e.g., which scheduler) in addition to the tenant
ID who is in charge of the slice, p represents the prior-
ity level, NRB represents the minimum number of requested
RBs, and ts represents the minimum number of required time
slots.
The access to the Infrared (IR) uplink spectrum of LiFi APs

is divided into fixed-length hybrid frames. A hybrid frame
consists of three phases: head (synchronization)transmission,
TDMA phase and CSMA/CA phase, as shown in Fig. 3 [26].

Fig. 3. Frame structure in LiFi system.(a) Hybrid uplink frame structure [26].
(b) Attocell data frame structure. (c) Feedback data frame structure.

The head of each frame has a sequence that synchronizes the
transmitter clock of LiFi APs with that of UDs. The time
slots of the hybrid TDMA-CSMA/CA frame are allocated
adaptively to the different uplink slices based on their ser-
vice requirements. High priority UDs send traffic during the
time slots which are allocated to the TDMA phase. Whereas
low priority UDs send traffic during the remaining time slots
allocated to the CSMA/CA phase. In each superframe, t, a
maximum number of time slots, Smax (t), are dynamically
allocated to the TDMA phase based on the total high priority
traffic and QoS required for each slice.
The CSMA/CA protocol runs with each time-slot divided

into tts back-off time units. The MAC controller monitors the
average buffer level, qtk , of UD k, ∀k ∈ K , at the beginning
of superframe t. It maintains the average buffer level informa-
tion for UD k in the form (qtk , ftk ), where ftk is the number
of superframes which have passed after the latest report was
received; and qk (t − 1) is the buffer level of UD k received
in the latest report. The MAC controller estimates the average
buffer level of UD k as follows:

qk (t) = qk (t − 1) + �λtk ftk �; (1)

where λtk denotes the mean arrival rate of traffic generated by
UD k per superframe t. The buffer status of UD k is determined
as, Btk = qk (t), if qk (t) < Bmax ; otherwise Btk = Bmax.
qk (t) might be higher than Bmax [11]. It sorts the UDs in
ascending order of their buffer levels.
A downlink or an uplink flow request is admitted into a

slice if its requested resources are successfully allocated. The
admitted flow retains its allocated resources until it stops. If
the flow request cannot be admitted during a given time slot,
it remains in the buffer to retry admission in the next time-
slot, if possible. When the flow request is not successfully
admitted after a number of time-slots, it is removed from the
buffer and the flow request is rejected. The maximum delay
can be different for every priority slice request level. The LiFi
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Fig. 4. LiFi Downlink spectrum virtualization.

AP maintains a mapping entry for each slice ID and its cor-
responding IP address, which is communicated by the slice
orchestrator during the slicing instantiation process. The users
of the different slices are associated with their virtualized LiFi
AP (slice) through binding their IP address with a correspon-
dent extension service set identifier (ESSID) advertised in the
synchronization beacons [27], [28].

IV. DOWNLINK RESOURCES SLICING

A gradient-based OFDMA scheduler allocates resources to
supported slices in each LiFi attocell AP. Downlink traffic
packets are policed and classified based on their slice ID. They
are mapped into a corresponding queue in the slice based on
their service class, as shown in Fig. 4. The MAC measure-
ment controller calculates, per time slot, the total number of
admitted traffic packets in APi onto slice m, Qtmi

, ∀m ∈ M ,
based on Eq. (1), as follows:

Qtmi
=

K∑

k=1

Btkm . (2)

The local DAS2 algorithm guarantees each slice defined in
an APi a minimum number of RBs, Rmin, per time slot. A
slice m, which requires a number of RBs more than Rmin,
is considered overloaded and vice-versa. Based on Eq. (2),
the MAC measurement controller calculates, per time slot, the
traffic volume vector of slices defined in an APi , ∀i ∈ N , as
follows:

Qi (t) = [Qi1(t),Qi2(t), . . . ,QiM (t)], ∀i ∈ N , m ∈ M .

(3)

Based on Eq. (3), the downlink RBs of each AP are
distributed among the defined slices based on proportional
weights. These are calculated as follows:

ωim =
Qim(t)

M−U∑
m=1

Qim(t)

; (4)

where ωim denotes the weight of slice m defined in APi ; and U
denotes the number of underloaded slices. Based on Eq. (4),
an overloaded slice m in APi can be allocated a maximum
RBs, Rmaxim , as follows:

Rmaxim = Rminim +

⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎛

⎝N eff
i −

U∑

j=1

Rim

⎞

⎠ωim

⎥⎥⎥⎦; (5)

where N eff
i denotes the number of effective RBs in APi ; and

Rim denotes the RBs required for the underloaded slice m in
APi . Based on Eq. (5), the number of RBs can be determined
for all the supported slices in each APi .
Each slice is assigned a service priority weight based on

its traffic load and type. At each sub-frame (time slot), the
top level scheduler serves the different slices based on their
priority weight in ascending order. The unused RBs by the
unloaded slices are scheduled among the overloaded slices
based on Eq. (5). This process continues until the RBs are
all allocated; or the slices are all served. At the lower level,
an enhanced start-time fair queueing (SFQ) scheduler [29]
serves packets waiting in the different queues for transmis-
sion in the different slices. It schedules the RBs among the
different users according to the number of RBs allocated to
their corresponding slices. Each queue is assigned a service
data rate weight based on its service priority class, c, ψic ,
such that,

∑
c∈C

ψic ≤ 1. A global virtual time, vi , tracks the

packet service of all queues. Each queue has local start and
finish times, which are denoted by Sic and Fic , respectively.
When a new packet arrives at an empty queue, c, the start and
finish times of the head-of-line (HOL) packet are updated as
follows:

Sic = max{Fic , vi}; (6)

Fic = Sic +
Lic

ψic
; (7)

where Lic denotes the packet length of class c in APi . The
packets which arrive at non-empty buffers wait for their ser-
vice. The queue with the minimum HOL start time is selected
for transmission. If the HOL packet can be transmitted in the
assigned time slot, without fragmentation, it is dequeued and
the global virtual time is updated to the start time, i.e., Sij [30].
Afterwards, the related local start and finish times are updated.
If the queue is nonempty, these updates are identical to the
arrival case. Otherwise, the start time is set to a large value to
remove it from contention, i.e., Sic = ∞ [29], [30].

A. Slice Service Measurement Module

This module estimates the instant bandwidth required to
transmit the traffic flow in queue j. A guaranteed band-
width (GB) flow, j, which is admitted in slice m, has an eligible
bandwidth request, ri , given as:

rej = max
{γjt

8

[
t − Sj (t)

]
, 0
}
; (8)

where γjt denotes the target traffic rate (bps) of flow j; and t is
the clock time of LiFi AP. The service measurement module
maintains a service timer for each GB flow running in the
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slice i; and Sj (t) is the service timer value of flow j at time
t, which applies the concept of the Virtual Clock [31]. This
service timer is synchronized with the clock of a LiFi AP,
when a flow is admitted. The timer ticks with the following
value upon the service of each packet in its corresponding
flow:

Aj =
8Lj

γjm
; (9)

where Aj is the service timer increment of flow j, upon the
service of packet with size of Lj bytes ; and γjm is the mea-
surement rate (in bps) for flow j. For the service timer, this
value should be the target rate, γjt . A separate variable records
the virtual time of flow j instead of stamping each arrived
packet with its virtual time, as in [31]. Some packets may be
dropped due to their violation of maximum latency. The ser-
vice timer thresholds the service rate of flow j within its target
traffic rate.

B. Slice QoS Enforcement Module

This module maintains a QoS timer for each admitted guar-
anteed bandwidth (GB) flow. The QoS timer is initialized with
the clock of LiFi AP, but increases with the value decided by
the different measurement rate defined in Eq. (10), given as
follows:

Aj =
8Lj

rminj
; (10)

where rminj denotes the minimum reserved traffic rate of
flow j. The QoS timer enforces the service rate of flow j
to meet a guaranteed value. The QoS enforcement module
divides the bandwidth of flow into GB and non-guaranteed
bandwidth (NGB) based on the value of the QoS timer, Stj ,
given as follows:

rGB
j = min

{
rj ,

rminj

8
(t − Stj )

}
, Stj < t ;

rGB
j = 0, Stj ≥ t ; (11)

rNGB
j = rj − rGB

j . (12)

The bandwidth request of BE flow is considered always as
NGB. The bandwidth of GB flow can be divided into two
parts based on the delay of its packets. The bandwidth of
some packets is guaranteed in the frame n, and the bandwidth
of the rest of flow packets is guaranteed in the frame n + 2
based on the total delay requirement of flow j.

V. UPLINK MAC ACCESS VIRTUALIZATION

The uplink hybrid TDMA-CSMA/CA MAC protocol man-
ages MAC access based on user and generated traffic priority.
During the TDMA phase, the time slots are distributed among
the different uplink slices based on their traffic priority. The
remaining time slots in the frame are allocated to the dif-
ferent low priority users according to the contention process
defined in the CSMA/CA protocol. A synchronization process
is required to enable the different UDs to transmit in their
time slots and avoid any collision during the TDMA phase.
A complete design for an indoor ultra-dense VLC network

is introduced in [1], [2], [32], which includes a full synchro-
nization process. This is structured at system and cell levels
to mitigate inter-cell interference and avoid medium access
collisions in each attocell, respectively [32], [33]. The synchro-
nization process determines the start time of the slots assigned
by the TDMA protocol to the different users to access the
transmission medium in each LiFi cell.
The head of the uplink superframe contains information that

enables the UDs to synchronize with the clock of their LiFi
APs, as shown in Fig. 3a. A LiFi attocell is assigned a unique
identifier (ID) based on its AP’s position coordinates. A known
bit-pattern representing a synchronization sequence is intro-
duced at the beginning of each frame (i.e., time cycle) to
enable UDs to access the medium. The pattern of the syn-
chronization sequence may have different lengths or has a
specific pattern and same length. The uplink frame of the LiFi
AP consists of three parts: synchronization sequence, training
sequence and attocell ID, as shown in Fig. 3b. The synchro-
nization is realized when the sequence pattern is detected by
UDs. The uplink frame of UDs consists of UD ID, train-
ing sequence, attocell ID data, as shown in Fig. 3c. Upon
receiving the synchronization sequence, the UD sets its clock
to transmit in its designated time slot. The training sequence
enables the UDs to detect the SNR and the power of received
and transmitted signals. This information is used to evalu-
ate the quality of channel conditions. During the CSMA/CA
phase, the timing synchronization function (TSF) specified
by the IEEE 802.11 standard assures the access synchro-
nization to the medium access among the contending low
priority UDs [34]. The TSF function is used for synchroniza-
tion by periodically exchanging information through beacons
containing timestamps [35].
The UDs which have low-data rate occupy more airtime,

compared to the UDs with a higher data rate and the same
packet size [36]. The airtime, ak i

j
, is the fraction of channel

time access allocated to flow j generated by UD k, which is
subscribed with slice’s SP operator i in one-second interval,
given as follows [12]:

ak i
j
=

γk i
j

ηik
; (13)

where γk i
j
denotes the guaranteed data rate of flow j generated

by UD k; and ηik denotes the physical transmission data rate
of UD k subscribed with SP i [12]. A user k that generates a
flow j with a number of packets, Pkj , is allocated an airtime
with a guaranteed data rate, γkj , as follows:

Pkj =

⌈
dj γkj
Lkj

⌉
; (14)

akj =
PiLk

ηk
+OH ; (15)

where dj and Lkj denote the delay budget and the maxi-
mum packet size of flow j, respectively; and OH denotes the
overhead time required to transmit the extra control, acknowl-
edgment and synchronization bits along with the payload of
flow j. Based on Eq. (2), the required airtime to slice i can be
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computed as follows:

ai =
Qti

M∑
i=1

Qti

; (16)

where the required airtime to UD k can be calculated as
follows:

akj =
qtkj

Qti

. (17)

The UD k transmits in the CSMA/CA phase with a prob-
ability inversely proportional to its minimum contention win-
dow (CWmin). The throughout of UD k can be measured based
on the statistical reports collected every sampling window
of successful packets transmission. The measured through-
put of UD, k, γkm , is inversely proportional to its assigned
CWmin. A policy is developed to adjust the CWmin of UDs
subscribed with the different slices to guarantee their propor-
tional throughput subject to their slices’ maximal throughput.
In essence, the MAC controller algorithm monitors the mea-
sured throughput, γkm , of UD k and dynamically adjusts its
CWmin to make it converge with the target throughput, γkt ,
as follows [37], [38]:

CW kne
min = CW

kpr
min

γkm
γkt

; (18)

where CW kne
min and CW

kpr
min denote the next and previous

CWmin of UD k, respectively. Based on Eq. (13), this pol-
icy can also guarantee the airtime fairness among the UDs
which have different data rates and compete with each other
in the time slots during the CSMA/CA phase, as follows.

CW kne
min = CW

kpr
min

γkm
ηkakj

. (19)

If the measured throughput exceeds the target throughput,
the UD k increases its CWk

min to decrease its airtime share.
This decreases, in turn, the throughput of UD k. The MAC
measurement controller measures the average throughput over
a sample number of packets to set the current CWk

min of UD
k. When there is no UD or traffic with absolute priority, the
UDs adjust their initial CWmin to get their fair airtime share.
This would support UDs with high data rates, while enabling
lower data rate UDs to have their fair airtime share access.
This also maximizes the aggregate throughput of the LiFi AP.

VI. UPLINK SPECTRUM SLICING

The proposed DAS2 scheme supports LiFi uplink spectrum
slicing. It dynamically allocates uplink resources to uplink
slices while enabling intra/inter slices (SPs) resource borrow-
ing. Uplink traffic packets are policed by a leaky bucket (LB)
function running in the UDs [39]. The LB regulates generated
traffic packets from applications, characterises and signals its
QoS requirements to the LiFi AP.
The proposed DAS2 scheme extends the Token Bucket Fair

Queuing (TBFQ) scheduling algorithm [40], [41] to dynam-
ically support intra/inter scheduling uplink traffic packets
among LiFi uplink spectrum slices. It also tracks the usage
of traffic flows admitted onto the LiFi uplink slices. A LB

Fig. 5. LiFi Uplink slice scheduler.

per flow per slice is considered instead of deploying a LB per
flow per AP [40], as shown in Fig. 5. A local bank for each
slice is considered, instead of considering a global bank [40]
to serve all the admitted traffic flows into the AP. The local
banks interact with a global bank through an autonomic pro-
cess based on a more elaborate resource borrowing mechanism
than discussed in [40]. Our extended token bucket fair queu-
ing (e-TBFQ) scheme comprises of a slice based flow classifier
and an intra/inter slice scheduling function, as shown in Fig. 5.
It also comprises of a resource trading module, which enables
SPs to trade unused resources among themselves per frame.
A slice may support multiple applications which generate

different flows with different traffic characteristics. The slice-
based flow classifier function classifies admitted traffic packets
based on their ID and then forwards them through a LB cor-
responding to their application running onto the slice. The LB
polices the negotiated parameters of flows generated by appli-
cations supported onto slices, which can be characterized in a
generic manner as follows:

LB
y
mj , =

(
rmj , bmj , qmj

)
, ∀m = 1, . . . ,M ;

y : ap1j , ap2j , . . . , apMj ; (20)

where LBmj polices a flow generated by application j running
onto slice m; apmj denotes an application j running on a slice
m; rmj denotes the token generation rate (bytes per second)
of LBmj ; bmj denotes the size of the token pool(bytes) of
LBmj ; qmj denotes the queue length designated for a appli-
cation j running onto slice m. The LB counter, Emj , calculates
the number of tokens borrowed from or given to the local token
bank for active application flow j on slice m. The counter, Em ,
of local bank m counts the number of tokens borrowed from
or given to the global token bank. The token generation rates
and counters enable the e-TBFQ scheduler to ensure that the
transmitted traffic conforms to its negotiated service parame-
ters of its slice during the flow establishment phase with the
LiFi AP.
When the admitted flow rate j onto slice m is less than its

LB token generation rate, the remaining tokens in the pool are
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given to the local token bank, where Emj is increased by the
same amount of given tokens. In contrast, When the tokens
are withdrawn from the local bank for serving the remaining
packets of flow j running on slice m, Emj is decreased by
the same amount of withdrawn tokens. The remaining tokens
in the local bank of slices can be traded per frame with the
other slices (SPs) through the global bank. The slice (SP) can
receive compensation or charge, �, per frame based on the
given or borrowed tokens, respectively, as follows:

� = αoFo ; (21)

where αo is the interest rate; and Fo is the number of given
or borrowed tokens.
The flows which are admitted to the same slice borrow

tokens from the local bank based on a priority index, ωmj ,

calculated as follows: ωmj =
Emj

rmj
[40]. The flow with the

highest priority index in the frame, f, has the highest priority
in borrowing tokens from the local bank in frame f + 1. This
flow will be serviced first in the frame f + 1. Based on the
flow traffic load and its respective slice, the number of the
TDMA slots are dynamically determined per frame for high
priority users. The slices are isolated over each superframe to
minimize the performance impact of resource allocation and
utilization in one slice over the others [26]. A local bank can
borrow from the global bank based on a priority index, ωi ,
which can be calculated as: ωm = Em

BLm
.

The local bank can borrow tokens from the global bank up
to a certain credit, cm , which defines the maximum number of
borrowed tokens. Similarly, a flow j can borrow tokens from
the local bank up to a certain credit, cmj . The credit values
ensure fairness among applications in borrowing tokens from
the global and local banks. When the local bank and a flow
have counters, Em and Emj = 0, this means that the token
generation rate equals the flow data rate during the frame. The
local bank and the flow may borrow tokens from the global
and local banks up to a defined debit limit. Both the flow and
the local bank should give a number of tokens so that they can
borrow tokens. The debit limit for a local bank dm and, dmj ,
for a flow j on slice m are set to negative values, so malicious
local bank or flow in the same slice cannot affect the QoS
of other well behaved flows in the slice [40]. The e-TBFQ
scheme exploits the statistical multiplexing of admitted flows
in slices to improve the overall bandwidth utilization of the
LiFi uplink spectrum [26].

VII. SDN CONTROLLER FUNCTION

The main SDN controller function consists of monitor-
ing some critical parameters relating to supported slices and
their users traffic management in each LiFi AP. The moni-
toring process of virtualized LiFi APs is vital in instantiating
and configuring downlink and uplink slices while controlling
and managing resource allocation in virtualized LiFi attocell
APs. A centralized unit (CU) handles feedback information
collected from UDs as well as the network state to enable
the different VLC cells to access the spectrum. This aims to
support reliable multiuser access in each cell [32]. In this ref-
erence, the developed network architecture follows the SDN

concept with a primary aim to mitigate inter-cell interference
and improve the quality of data transmission on the VLC wire-
less medium [32]. The DAS2 scheme exposes some downlink
and uplink parameter information to the centralized SDN con-
troller. The parameters per LiFi AP may include: i) slices
utilization level, ii) number of UDs and their traffic load per
slice, iii) channel quality indicator (CQI) or (SNR) of each
UD per slice, and iv) latency of the oldest packet in the UD’s
queue and its throughput.
The DAS2 scheme analyzes the monitoring information to

admit flows into the supported slices in LiFi APs. It also
uses the information to schedule UDs over the virtual RBs
assigned to the different slices. The SDN parameters informa-
tion characterizes uplink slices in a LiFi attocell AP includes
the e-TBFQ parameters: the debit, credit, local and global
banks counters, as well as token generate rates defined per
slice in each LiFi AP. The SDN controller can dynamically
configure uplink and downlink parameters to ensure the QoS
requirements of applications supported on slices defined in
LiFi APs.

A. SDN Controller Operation

The centralized SDN controller maintains the SDN param-
eters used for slicing by the DAS2 scheme in databases. It can
update the SDN parameters and introduce (define) new ones
based on new applications requirements. These parameters
can be used to program resources allocation to the different
slices created or instantiated in LiFi attocell APs. The LiFi AP
resources are dynamically shared and allocated to the different
slices. The SPs provide their services and application informa-
tion requirements to the SDN controller, which are received
through the northbound interface. The SDN controller con-
figures the parameters of slices or instantiates new ones in
the relevant APs, which can better serve them. It communi-
cates this information through the southbound interface to the
local AP’s controller. This updates resource allocation to the
different slices in LiFi APs, which can meet the QoS require-
ments of users. It controls and manages the resources of APs
and configures them to cope with network dynamics and meet
QoS requirements. The global admission control mechanism
runs in the SDN controller to manage the number of slices
configured in each AP. The slices (SPs) can implement their
flow-level admission control to ensure that flows with criti-
cal resource requirements do not suffer, and perform graceful
degradation in the event of resource overload.

B. Airtime Abstraction Function

The QoS of applications which run onto slices
defined/instantiated in a LiFi attocell AP can be degraded
by a number of elements. These include the number of
available RBs, channel quality conditions and type of service
in terms of delay or throughput. An admission controller
mechanism should be deployed in each LiFi AP to restrict
the admission of traffic flows based on the QoS requirements
of applications running onto slices supported in each LiFi AP.
The admitted users are granted a maximal balance of fairness
and utilization of services. A new flow with an airtime share,
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Fig. 6. Resource slicing scheme pseudocode.

aik , can be admitted to transmit on the LiFi uplink channel
subject to the following constraint [12]:

ak ′
j +

∑

k∈K

∑

j∈J
akj ≤ ea ; (22)

where ea denotes the effective airtime of the LiFi uplink chan-
nel. It is defined as the maximum percentage of available
airtime that can be allocated to UDs [12]; a

k
′
j
denotes the

airtime share allocated to flow j generated by UD k
′
.

An airtime sharing application can be developed to run on
the centralized SDN controller, in coordination with the local
LiFi AP controller, to control the UL traffic of UDs. The local
control and reporting module in the local AP controller runs
the following functionalities: i) reporting the parameters of
UDs (e.g., average packet size and physical data rate) which
can be calculated based on the LiFi driver traffic statistics.
These are found in the rate table maintained in the LiFi driver
installed in the UD, ii) sending the collected parameters of
UDs in step 1 to the SDN controller, which calculates the
maximum airtime limits for the active UDs and sends them
to the local AP controller and iii) converting the maximum
airtime limit of each UD to a transmission rate value based
on the available resources of LiFi APs. This forces the shaping
module in each UD to reset the transmitted rate limit to the
value enforced by the SDN controller. The shaping module
can be implemented by using the Click [42] modular router,
which transparently controls the outbound traffic from the UD
interface.

VIII. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS

The complexity analysis provides an approximate order
number for the operations or steps to create and configure
slices in each LiFi AP in an attocell network, as well as to
guarantee the target QoS requirements for both slices and
their UDs. To simplify the complexity computation of the
DAS2 scheme, Fig. 6 shows the analysis for a sliced LiFi

attocell AP. The operations underlining the DAS2 scheme do
not involve matrix-vector multiplication and matrix inversion.
Therefore, the realization complexity of the DAS2 scheme
is considered very low, as explained in Fig. 6. The com-
plexity of slicing downlink resources in a LiFi attocell AP
requires a number of operations of order O(MK ), where M
and K denote the number of slices and UDs, respectively. The
same number of operations is required to measure and enforce
the QoS requirements of slices and UDs in a LiFi attocell
AP. It has approximately the complexity of order O(MK ).
However, the slicing process of uplink MAC access and spec-
trum has the complexity of order O(KKc fcsma/ca), where Kc

denotes the number of contending UDs in the CSMA/CA
frame part, fCSMA/CA. The SDN controller makes a deci-
sion each period of time, 	, regarding the reconfiguration
of the resource allocation to slices and their respective UDs
to guarantee their target downlink and uplink throughput, as
shown in Fig. 6. Thus the complexity of the proposed DAS2
scheme for a sliced LiFi attocell network comprising N sliced
LiFi APs is approximately of order O(NMK	). A number
of scalar operations of order O(1) is also involved in the
process.

IX. SIMULATION AND RESULTS

A simulation environment has been developed based on ns-
3 [43], [44] using OMNeT++ [45] to study the performance
of the proposed DAS2 scheme for slicing downlink and uplink
resources in LiFi attocell networks, as shown in Fig. 7. In the
simulation setup, 9 LiFi APs are distributed in a room of size
14 × 6 × 4 (W × L × H). The downlink and uplink physical
data rates of the LiFi AP are taken to be 25 Mbps and 19 Mbps,
respectively. The channel gains are generated based on the
Lambertian model described in [46]. The model considers all
signal reflections from the different walls. The main parame-
ters of the LiFi AP are summarized in Table I [2], [39] and in
Section III [8] with a half-intensity radiation angle φ1/2 = 60◦
and total number of OFDMA subcarriers, Nsc = 1024. Three
SPs are considered to share the resources in the LiFi attocell
access network shown in Fig. 7. Each SP has an application
running on a slice in each of the different LiFi APs to provide
services to their subscribed UDs. The service applications gen-
erate downlink and uplink variable-bit rate (VBR), constant-bit
rate (CBR), and best effort (BE) traffic flows with average
data rates of 10 Mbps, 2 Mbps and 5 Mbps, respectively. The
UDs and IoT devices (IoTDs) are distributed across the dif-
ferent attocells, with a higher density around the LiFi AP1
shown in Fig. 7. The packet size of VBR, CBR and BE traffic
is taken to be 500, 80, 1500 bytes, respectively. A number
of performance evaluation scenarios have been conducted to
demonstrate the capabilities of the DAS2 scheme to support
resource slicing/virtualization in LiFi attocell networks. In this
study, the conducted simulation analysis focuses on evaluating
the performance of the DAS2 scheme in the LiFi AP1 shown
in Fig. 7.
1) Dynamic Fair Slice Spectrum Allocation: This first sce-

nario assesses the capability of dynamic fair RBs (subcarriers)
allocation to active slices based on their measured traffic load.
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Fig. 7. Virtualized LiFi attocell access network simulation environment in
OMNeT++.

Fig. 8. Throughput of slices under dynamic traffic load variations.

An active slice has traffic to transmit or process for UDs or
their owners SPs. The slices start to transmit different and
equal amounts of load at different times during the simu-
lation. As a result, Fig. 8 shows that the first slice (S1) is
allocated almost the full downlink spectrum, when there is
no traffic generated in the second and third slices 2, 3 (S2,3)
from t = 0 to t = 30s. When, however, S2 starts to generate
traffic at t = 30, the full spectrum is gradually allocated in a
proportional and fair manner among active S1,2 until t = 55.
This trend of gradual dynamic fair spectrum allocation among
slices continues, as generated traffic in S3 increases at t = 75.
At this time, the different slices (S1,2,3) generate an almost
equal traffic load and therefore they equally share the full spec-
trum. Thus, the downlink virtualization scheme could adjust
the transmission rate of active slices based on their gener-
ated traffic load to guarantee fair throughput among them.
This demonstrates that the proposed scheme ensures statis-
tical resource multiplexing. It distributes the unused resources
of slices with light load among the slices with high load. This
increases, in turn, the total throughput of the LiFi AP, while
ensuring the performance fairness among all the supported
active slices.
2) Fixed Slice Spectrum Guarantee: This second scenario

assesses the capability of DAS2 scheme to guarantee the target
downlink throughput level of S1,2,3 agreed in the service level

Fig. 9. Fixed throughput for slices (S1 (45%), S2 (30%), S3 (25%)).

Fig. 10. Throughput of slices under different BE traffic loads.

agreement (SLA) with the IIP. S1, S2, S3 are guaranteed 45%,
30%, 25%, of the effective downlink spectrum, respectively.
The UDs move a half meter per second among the different
attocells toward the marked LiFi AP1 in the network shown
in Fig. 7. As a result, Fig. 9 shows that the required resources
to achieve the target throughput levels are guaranteed for each
active slice. This enables SPs to provision guaranteed services
for UDs with a guaranteed data rate level. Despite the UDs’
mobility among the different attocells, the DAS2 scheme main-
tains the throughput of the different slices. This demonstrates
that the slices are completely isolated and traffic class and vol-
ume in one slice do not influence the throughput performance
of other slices.
3) Minimum Slice Spectrum Guarantee: This third scenario

assesses the capability of allocating a minimum throughput to
each slice based on a measured traffic class of the supported
application, irrespective of the best effort (BE) traffic in a
LiFi attocell. The minimum throughout of slices S1,2,3 is taken
to be 6 Mbps. The slices, S1,2,3, support guaranteed band-
width application (G–VBR), non-guaranteed bandwidth appli-
cation (NG–VBR) and constant bit-rate application (CBR),
respectively. The background BE traffic is generated across
the slices using Pareto distribution with the hurst parame-
ter gradually increasing in this interval H = [0.54,0.89]. As
a result, Fig. 10 shows that the DAS2 scheme guarantees a
minimum throughput for S1,3, which is required to support dif-
ferent traffic classes independent of BE traffic volume. When
the BE traffic exceeds a specific volume level, the NG–VBR
traffic rate generated on S2 falls below the minimum guaran-
teed throughput. This result demonstrates the controllability
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Fig. 11. Average delay of slices under different traffic loads.

of DAS2 to maintain the resource ratio to the target through-
put ratio of the different slices and applications providing
guaranteed services to end UDs.
4) Slice Average Delay Guarantee: This scenario assesses

the capability of the DAS2 scheme to support delay con-
strained applications on virtualized LiFi AP slices. The slices
S1,2,3 are configured to support VoIP application, guaran-
teed bandwidth (G-VBR) video traffic and BE traffic, with
a maximum delay constraint of 20 ms and 40 ms for S1,2,
respectively, as well as an unlimited delay upper bound
for S3, respectively. Fig. 11 shows that the average delay
of constrained traffic packets in each slice is guaranteed
within the acceptable delay bounds of their application pri-
ority class. Generally, the achieved throughput and delay
are based on the channel conditions of the LiFi UDs sub-
scribed with each SP. However, the proposed DAS2 scheme
guarantees the delay for each slice’s SP based on the gen-
erated traffic class of supported applications. The obtained
results show an elastic and rigorous control of LiFi down-
link resources allocation for instantiated slices in the LiFi
AP1 based on their measured traffic and QoS enforcement
modules. This makes it possible to share resources among
the supported slices based on QoS constraints to achieve
specific business targets. This enables, in turn, the IIPs to
effectively allocate LiFi infrastructure resources to the differ-
ent SPs to increase their revenue and diversify their services
provisioning.
Now, we discuss the results of the conducted scenarios to

study the performance of DAS2 scheme in virtualizing LiFi AP
uplink resource. Various numbers of active UDs are subscribed
with the different slices defined in each LiFi AP. However,
our analysis is focused on the performance of DAS2 scheme
in the LiFi AP1 shown in Fig. 7. The UDs may generate
different traffic classes. Jain Fair’s Index (JFI) [25], [47] is
used to evaluate the UL airtime fairness across uplink flows
and admitted flows within slices. JFI measures the variations
of UL channel time utilization in and across slices, which is
given as follows [25]:

JFI =

(
M∑

m=1
εm

)2

M
M∑

m=1
ε2m

; (23)

Fig. 12. Fractional of slice airtime under different physical transmission
rates.

where εm denotes the sum of the channel time fraction used by
all UDs to transmit uplink traffic in slice m; and M denotes the
number of slices. The performance of our proposed DAS2 in
virtualizing LiFi AP uplink resources is compared to a non-
virtualized LiFi AP (N-VLAP) running the same discussed
uplink hybrid MAC protocol. The following subsections dis-
cuss the different conducted scenarios to evaluate LiFi AP
uplink resources slicing.
5) Varying Uplink Physical Transmission Rate: This first

uplink resources virtualization scenario evaluates the impact
of varying the characteristics of traffic generated by active
UDs on the airtime ratio of their slices. Fig. 12 compares the
fractional channel time of slices which have UDs transmitting
at different physical transmission rates. This demonstrates that
the DAS2 scheme can proportionally control airtime allocation
among UDs within and across slices. The DAS2 scheme could
guarantee an equal percentage of airtime sharing among slices,
comparing to a N-VLAP. This could not guarantee the airtime
utilization among the UDs in the slices and among the dif-
ferent slices. The airtime utilization of UDs in the different
slices is inversely related to their physical data transmission
rates and minimum congestion window, CWmin, assigned to
them during the MAC access process. The generated traffic is
shaped at the UDs and conformed at the LiFi AP to provide
proportional fair channel utilization among the UDs within
and across their slices. The DAS2 scheme allocates differ-
ent slice weights to proportionally vary the airtime among the
active UDs within their slice [25]. This allows, in turn, fair
co-existence of transport protocols with different requirements.
6) Varying Uplink Offered Load: This scenario compares

the fractional channel time of slices under different uplink
traffic loads generated by active UDs in the different slices
instantiated in each LiFi AP. The DAS2 scheme could guaran-
tee an equal share of airtime among the supported slices in the
LiFi AP, as shown in Fig. 13. However, there is a disparity in
the utilization of the fractional channel airtime in the N-VLAP.
The packet size variations have an impact on the overall shar-
ing of airtime at the LiFi AP for the UDs in the different
slices. Without the DAS2 scheme the result shows that the
airtime utilization at the AP directly depends on the size of
the uplink traffic packets generated by the active UDs in the
different slices. The DAS2 scheme controls uplink traffic by
assigning proportional airtime usage among the UDs in the dif-
ferent slices. This depends on packet statistical multiplexing
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Fig. 13. Fractional of slice channel time under varying offered traffic load.

Fig. 14. Airtime fairness comparison of DAS2 to N-VLAP.

on the air interface of UDs. The DAS2 scheme enables the
control of airtime among the UDs in the different slices.
7) Uplink Spectrum Fairness Sharing: This scenario

compares the fairness in uplink airtime sharing among the
UDs within and across slices instantiated in a LiFi AP using
the DAS2 scheme for the same UDs receiving services in the
N-VLAP. The modified JFI metric in Eq. (23) [25], [47] is
used to compute the airtime sharing fairness and variations.
The capability of DAS2 scheme to ensure proportional fairness
enables an explicit control of the spectrum ratios among the
UDs given sufficient available total power transmission [48].
Fig. 14 shows that the actual airtime is almost the same as
the target for different values of the minimum congestion
window, CWmin. This result demonstrates the capability of
DAS2 scheme to guarantee fairness among the supported
slices compared to the N-VLAP. The proposed DAS2 scheme
maintains the intra/inter slice fairness index JFI greater than
0.97, whereas the fairness index falls down to 0.6 in N-VLAP.
The DAS2 scheme dynamically measures the airtime for
every slice and adapts its resources, which result in a more
stable fairness performance. It cannot reach the full channel
capacity, but it is able to share the remaining airtime fairly.
8) Uplink Throughput: This scenario compares the impact

of DAS2 scheme on the average throughput of LiFi uplink
channel under different number of UDs to the throughput
of N-VLAP. Fig. 15 shows that the DAS2 scheme achieves
a better throughput performance than the average through-
put in N-VLAP. The DAS2 scheme can better utilize the
uplink spectrum of the different slices by using statistical
multiplexing. This explains the increase in the measured LiFi
uplink throughput.

Fig. 15. Throughput comparison of DAS2 to N-VLAP.

X. CONCLUSION

This paper has introduced the DAS2 scheme to support
resource virtualization and slicing in LiFi attocell access
networks. It supports uplink and downlink resource slicing
of LiFi APs. It also allocates resources to active slices in a
dynamic and autonomic manner. The downlink and uplink
resources are effectively shared among the different slices
instantiated in the LiFi attocell APs. The DAS2 scheme has
extended the hybrid TDMAS/CSMA/CA MAC protocol and
the global token bank to support LiFi uplink MAC access and
spectrum virtualization. The SDN controller provides the nec-
essary information feedback to make the DAS2 scheme traffic
class aware and thus allocates autonomically the resources to
the different active slices. The downlink and uplink traffic
packets are managed by the local LiFi AP resource manager.
This maintains the target throughput and delay of the differ-
ent supported traffic classes on the slices supported in each
LiFi AP in the LiFi attocell network. The obtained results
show a significant improvement in the sharing of the downlink
resources and uplink airtime fairness, while maintaining the
throughput level of the supported slices in each LiFi AP. The
IEEE 802.11 distributed control function (DCF) dynamically
adapts the minimum contention window of contending UDs to
maintain airtime fairness. The obtained results demonstrate the
capability of DAS2 to support an arbitrary number of slices in
a LiFi AP while guaranteeing the QoS requirements of appli-
cations running on the different slices. The DAS2 scheme can
be integrated into any LiFi AP to support multiple services,
which can offer differentiated QoS for end-users while using
LiFi resources in an efficient, effective and isolated manner.
The study represents the first step to demonstrate the feasibility
of the developed DAS2 scheme to support an autonomic wire-
less resource virtualization architecture for virtualizing LiFi
attocell access networks. These characteristics distinguish the
DAS2 scheme from the other proposed slicing and virtual-
ization approaches [5]. The proposed scheme requires further
development to support multiple experiments to run on the
same LiFi attocell network, while guaranteeing the activi-
ties of experiments running on the different slices isolated
from each other. The next step in this research study will be
developing distributed resource virtualization algorithms that
can better optimize resource sharing in LiFi attocell access
networks.
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